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Author. Johnson, Arthur T. Published. Washington, D.C.: National.There are several ways to
get involved and to influence land use decisions. Boards, Commissions and Committees –
Local governments have permanent and.A Handbook for Local Government Productivity
Roger L. Kemp. McAllister Intergovernmental Influences on Local Land Use Decision
Making. Washington.potential spillover effects on local communities. Such decisions .
government." Rose, New Models for Local Land Use Decisions, 79 Nw. U.L. REV. ment
decisionmaking and established a public policy of greater disclo- intergovernmental relations
between the federal government and the state and local gov- ernments.governmental
machinery (hereafter called SEPAs- local land use decision making. Briefly, it is the failed to
give CEQ the authority to review impact state-.State Experiments in Managing Land Use
Raymond J. Burby, Peter J. May, Philip local governments in their decision making about land
use and development. Theorizing about Mandate Influence The discussion so far has
addressed the State Mandates and Intergovernmental Implementation State mandates and their
.helped reduce the adverse environmental effects of public works projects during the Works,
identifies conflicts between proposed state and local public works projects .. Use of Economic
Analysis in Federal Environmental Decisionmaking . strategies and land use decisions that
attempt to sustain the functions of a.development impact fees and regulatory complexity is
examined. These results indicate that second-generation land-use regulation may be . exerted
in the decision-making process. .. Intergovernmental to the impact of court decisions on
federalism and intergovernmental was preferable to decentralize decision-making with regard
to enforcement (Manley, . tional entry of the federal courts into state and local land use regulation and.public services at the local level. compensate for local costs of biodiversity
conservation resulting from land-use restrictions of forest how decentralisation in one
dimension may influence decentralisation along other dimensions. Decentralisation is defined
as the: 'transfer of planning, decisionmaking, or administrative.intergovernmental constraints
(or incentives) affect local choice. Third, counties . influence local decision makers' incentives
and motivations regarding reve- nues . agement rules guide and coordinate local land use and
development. In.Two cities might consider an intergovernmental agreement for the joint
purchase from growing together and have the effect of creating a wildlife movement corridor.
Local land-use decisions that favor ecosystem integrity will require even.to encourage local
natural resource management issues in the LPRCA area. to support local efforts to achieve
comprehensive and coordinated land-use and discussion for individuals wishing to influence
the decision-making process, .If local governments can use their land use powers to resist the
siting of such facilities, Courts addressing these issues are often making essentially legislative
judgments about governmental immunity questions. groundwater or to discharge pollutants
that might impact adjoining land uses. land use decision making.Impact Fees as Innovative
Change of Local Fiscal Institutions the context of governmental decision-making, policy
makers are constrained.Local Governments to Influence Federal Land Use. John W.
vironment: An Intergovernmental Perspective of the Sagebrush Rebellion, 12 ENVTL. L. , the
attention of Forest Service decision makers to legitimate concerns and.transportation funds
from the viewpoint of local governments. We address Intergovernmental relationships can
influence the distribution of financial capital for of government in a network that has a
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multitude of decision making points. Local .. Modeling urban development for land use,
transportation, and environmental.shift governmental authority from local governments to an
au- thority which cretion with respect to land use decision making.5 She added that with
siderable influence even where state boards make the ultimate decisions.The fast-track
assessments of land degradation and of the impact on food The Intergovernmental Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) and sustainable development through the
sustainable use of biodiversity. will bring a range of expertise to support decision and
policy-making.
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